Abstract-Contrast enhancement has an important role in image processing applications. Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce satisfactory results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically applied to different images, because their parameters must be specified manually to produce a satisfactory result for a given image. This paper describes a new automatic method for contrast enhancement. The basic procedure is to first group the histogram components of a low-contrast image into a proper number of bins according to a selected criterion, then redistribute these bins uniformly over the grayscale, and finally ungroup the previously grouped gray-levels. Accordingly, this new technique is named gray-level grouping (GLG). GLG not only produces results superior to conventional contrast enhancement techniques, but is also fully automatic in most circumstances, and is applicable to a broad variety of images. An extension of GLG, selective GLG (SGLG), and its variations will be discussed in Part II of this paper. SGLG selectively groups and ungroups histogram components to achieve specific application purposes, such as eliminating background noise, enhancing a specific segment of the histogram, and so on. The extension of GLG to color images will also be discussed in Part II.
Gray-Level Grouping (GLG): An Automatic Method for Optimized Image Contrast Enhancement-Part I:
The Basic Method
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

C
ONTRAST enhancement has an important role in image processing applications. Numerous contrast enhancement techniques exist in literature, such as gray-level transformation based techniques (e.g., logarithm transformation, power-law transformation, piecewise-linear transformation, etc.) and histogram processing techniques (e.g., histogram equalization (HE), histogram specification, etc.) [1] . Conventional contrast enhancement techniques generally yield satisfactory results if the proper technique is selected for a given application along with the proper processing parameters. However, conventional contrast enhancement techniques often fail in producing satisfactory results for a broad range of low-contrast images, such as images characterized by the fact that the amplitudes of their histogram components are very high at one or several locations on the grayscale, while they are very small, but not zero, in the rest of the grayscale. This makes it difficult to increase the image contrast by simply stretching its histogram or by using simple gray-level transformations. The high amplitude of the histogram components corresponding to the image background also often prevents the use of the HE techniques, which could cause a washed-out effect on the appearance of the output image and/or amplify the background noise. Fig. 1(b) is the result of HE, exhibiting a washed-out appearance which is not acceptable for many applications. The cause for the washed-out appearance is that the left half of the grayscale on the histogram of the equalized image is simply empty, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 1(c) is the resulting image of histogram specification, and Fig. 2 (c) its histogram, which is better than the HE result, but still has an unsatisfactory appearance. More importantly, one major disadvantage of the histogram specification technique is that the desired histogram of the resulting image has to be specified manually, and this precludes the technique from being applied automatically. The manually specified desired histogram used in the treatment is depicted in Fig. 3 [1] . Fig. 4(a) shows a low-contrast X-ray image of luggage. Its HE result in Fig. 4(b) also has a washed-out look.
Numerous advanced histogram-based contrast enhancement techniques have been developed, but most of them are derivatives of conventional techniques (e.g., HE, etc.) [2] - [25] , such as bi-histogram equalization (BHE), block-overlapped histogram equalization, multi-scale adaptive histogram equalization, shape preserving local histogram modification, and so on. The mean brightness of histogram-equalized image is always the middle gray-level regardless of the input mean, and this is undesirable in certain applications where brightness preservation is necessary. This characteristic of HE may also lead to a washed-out appearance, amplified noise or other annoying artifacts in the resulting image. BHE was proposed to preserve the brightness by separating the input image's histogram into two parts based on its mean-one ranges from the minimum gray level to the mean gray level, the other from the mean to the maximum. The two histograms are then equalized independently [2] . Equal area dualistic subimage histogram equalization (DSIHE) is similar to BHE except that DSIHE separates the histogram at the median gray level-the gray level with cumulative probability equal to 0.5 instead of the mean [3] . These two techniques usually outperform the basic HE technique. However, they have the same limitations of HE and cannot enhance some images well, as they still perform the HE operation in each grayscale segment, just limiting the drawbacks of HE within each grayscale segment.
The global HE method cannot adapt to local brightness features of the input image because it uses histogram information over the whole image. This fact limits the contrast-stretching ratio in some parts of the image, and causes significant contrast losses in the background and other small regions. To overcome this limitation, some local histogram-equalization methods have been developed. A natural extension of global histogram equalization is termed adaptive histogram equalization (AHE), which divides the input image into an array of subimages, each subimage is histogram-equalized independently, and then the processed subimages are fused together with bilinear interpolation [4] .
Another local method is called block-overlapped histogram equalization [5] , in which a rectangular subimage of the input image is first defined, a histogram of that block is obtained, and then its histogram-equalization function is determined. Thereafter, the center pixel of the block is histogram equalized using this function. The center of the rectangular block is then moved to the adjacent pixel and the histogram equalization is repeated. This procedure is repeated pixel by pixel for all input pixels. Since local histogram equalization must be performed for all pixels in the entire image, the computational complexity of this method is very high. Instead of using rectangular blocks, shape preserving local histogram modification employs connected components and level-sets for contrast enhancement [6] . Multiscale adaptive histogram equalization [11] and other multiscale contrast enhancement techniques [7] , [22] use multiscale analysis to decompose the image into subbands, and apply corresponding enhancement techniques to the high-frequency subband, and then combine the enhanced high-frequency subband with the low-frequency subband to reconstruct the output image.
The above mentioned advanced contrast enhancement techniques usually outperform conventional techniques. However, they still have limitations and cannot handle certain classes of images well and/or are not fully automatic methods.
Our motivation is to develop a new contrast enhancement technique which not only produces better results, but is also general and can be automatically applied to a broad variety of images. This paper introduces a new histogram-based optimized contrast enhancement technique called gray-level grouping (GLG). The basic procedure of this technique is to first group the histogram components of a low-contrast image into a proper number of groups according to a certain criterion, then redistribute these groups of histogram components uniformly over the grayscale so that each group occupies a grayscale segment of the same size as the other groups, and finally ungroup the previously grouped gray-levels.
In the next section, the principle and algorithm of the graylevel grouping technique will be described. The computational complexity of this method and comparison with a few of conventional methods using a benchmark quality measure will be discussed in Section III. An extension of the basic GLG to local contrast enhancement approaches, adaptive gray-level grouping (A-GLG), will be presented in Section IV.
II. BASIC GRAY-LEVEL GROUPING (GLG)
Although piecewise-based contrast stretching or histogram specification might be able to yield satisfactory results if the proper processing parameters are selected for the image to be enhanced, they are not general techniques and cannot be automatically applied to other images, since the histogram profile varies from image to image.
Before introducing the new technique of gray-level grouping, we first revisit several conventional contrast enhancement techniques, analyze their shortcomings, and try to overcome them in developing the new method. Fig. 5(a) . The resulting histogram spreads over the full range of grayscale, so there is no washed-out appearance in the output image. However, it can be noted that the right two histogram components are still quite close to each other, so are the left two. As a result, the contrast enhancement in some regions of the output image is not the strongest. Since the left two histogram components are far away from the right two, they might be over-contrasted in the output image. Therefore, the contrast enhancement in the resulting image might also be unbalanced. Furthermore, linear contrast stretching is generally not an automatic method, since a piecewise-linear transformation function need to be manually specified to achieve satisfactory results.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings, the components of the desired histogram of the optimal contrast enhancement result should spread over the full range of the grayscale, with the bins being away from each other as far as possible. Fig. 5(d) shows the desired histogram which produces the strongest contrast enhancement. It can be noted that the four histogram components are uniformly spread over the entire grayscale, and are evenly spaced from each other.
The objectives of developing this new technique are as follows.
• Like histogram equalization, the basic objective of the new technique is still to achieve a uniform histogram, but for discrete histograms, in the sense that the histogram components are redistributed uniformly over the grayscale.
• Utilize the grayscale more efficiently; conventional contrast enhancement techniques such as histogram equalization are likely to leave too much empty space on the grayscale and cause under or over-contrast.
• Spread the components of histogram over the grayscale in a controllable and/or efficient way.
• Treat the histogram components in different parts of the grayscale differently if necessary, in order to satisfy specific contrast enhancement purposes. This objective will lead to an extension of the basic GLG technique-selective graylevel grouping (SGLG), which will be introduced in Part II of this paper.
• The new technique should be general, and be able to treat various kinds of images automatically. The basic principle and procedure of this new technique are explained below.
• Group the histogram components into a proper number of gray-level bins according to their amplitudes, in order to initially reduce the number of gray bins. Therefore, empty gray levels can be created on the grayscale, allowing the redistribution of the histogram components in the next step. Furthermore, this grouping operation results in a set of gray-level bins whose amplitudes are close to each other, allowing a quasi-uniform distribution of the histogram components in the next step.
• Redistribute these groups of histogram components uniformly over the grayscale, so that each group occupies a grayscale segment of the same size as the other groups, and the concentrated histogram components spread out and image contrast is increased. The size of the grayscale segment occupied by each gray-level bin is determined from the total number of bins. At the same time, the grayscale is utilized efficiently and the over-contrast problem is also avoided.
• The histogram components in different segments of the grayscale can be grouped using different criteria, so they can be redistributed differently over the grayscale to meet specific processing purposes, e.g., certain applications may require different parts of the histogram to be enhanced to different extents. This step is needed only in SGLG, which will be discussed in Part II of the paper. The algorithm of the basic GLG technique is described as follows, along with a simple example for illustration.
• Let denote the histogram of the original image, with representing the gray levels on the grayscale . To perform gray-level grouping, first the nonzero histogram components are assigned to gray-level bins, or gray-level groups, for In our example, these parameters are
• The first occurring smallest is found.
and is the group index corresponding to the smallest , i.e., . In our example, and .
• Grouping is performed in this step. Group is merged with the smaller of its two adjacent neighbors, and the gray-level bins are adjusted to create a new set of bins , as follows:
for for for (4) where (5) and for otherwise.
The left and right limits of the gray-level intervals represented by also need to be adjusted accordingly for for
for for (8) In our example, and . The bracket in Fig. 6(a) • Mapping and ungrouping are performed in this step. Now the total number of gray-level bins has been reduced by one. We can start to construct the transformation function , which maps the gray-level values of pixels in the input image to the desired values in the output image. In our method, all gray-level bins are redistributed uniformly over the entire grayscale, the gray levels are mapped to new values, and the combined histogram components are fully or partially uncombined. We first calculate the number of gray levels, , that each gray-level bin will occupy in the resulting image. With a total number of bins equal to , we have
However, if , this indicates that the leftmost gray-level bin contains only one gray level or one histogram component, which usually corresponds to the background, and it will be matched to gray level 0 in the resulting image. To prevent this one histogram component from occupying too many gray levels, we let (10) where is a constant between 0 and 1, and usually assumes a value of 0.8 in our treatments, found through multiple trials to work well with a variety of images.
There are four cases to be considered when constructing . For , we have the following. 1) If gray-level falls inside gray-level bin , and , this gray level is first mapped onto the right boundary of the gray-level interval assigned to bin , i.e., , then it is separated from the group by linear rescaling within the assigned gray-level interval. Therefore, its transformation function is as shown in (11) 
The constructed gray-level transformation function for is stored in computer memory. In our example, we let for simplicity and have . The transformed gray levels are All resulting gray levels are rounded to the closest integer, and the histogram of the resulting image is shown in Fig.  6 (b).
• By applying the constructed transformation function to the histogram of the original image, we obtain the histogram of the processed image . The average distance between pixels on the grayscale, is used as a criterion to measure the quality of contrast enhancement. This distance is given by the expression for (16) where is the gray-level range of the grayscale, and is the total number of pixels in the image. This criterion generally applies only to the gray-level grouping technique or similar histogram-based techniques, and may not be used to judge the quality of images treated by other enhancement techniques. A counter example is given here-if we set the mean gray level of a low-contrast image as the threshold, and threshold this image into a black-and-white image, the average distance between pixels on the grayscale of the resulting image will be the maximum that could be achieved theoretically, however, the resulting black-and-white image is obviously unacceptable for purposes of enhancement. However, the GLG process tends to spread the histogram components uniformly over the grayscale, preventing the histogram components from concentrating in particular locations on the grayscale. At the same time, a larger will keep the histogram components further away from each other for better enhancement. Therefore, we consider the average distance between pixels on the grayscale as a sound measure of the quality of images enhanced by GLG technique, and consider that the maximal corresponds to the optimal contrast enhancement. Visual evaluations of multiple images during our testing also confirmed the validity of this measure. This quality measure is essential in the GLG process to achieve the optimal result. It is worth noting that this image contrast criterion, the average distance between pixels on the grayscale, is not inherent to the GLG algorithm, but could be used in other histogram-based algorithms (especially histogram equalization) as well. However, we suggest that this criterion be used with caution. The use of this criterion and a well-known criterion on images in this paper will be discussed in Section III. In some cases (e.g., the background occupies a large percentage area in the image), in order to achieve the optimal result, the gray levels corresponding to the image background may be excluded when calculating . For for for (11) many images, the histogram components corresponding to the background are the highest and distinct in the histogram profile. Therefore, the approximate area of the background can be calculated automatically by summing the amplitudes of the histogram components of the background, given that the algorithm is notified by the user that the input image has a large-area background. If the background occupies a percentage area in the image larger than a user specified threshold (e.g., 40%), the background gray levels are then excluded when calculating . In our example, of To determine the optimal number of gray-level bins that will lead to the optimal contrast enhancement, we need to repeat the above procedure and group the histogram components into all possible numbers from to 2 (there is no need to group all histogram components into one bin since the histogram will be the same as the original after it is ungrouped), and calculate the average distance between pixels on the grayscale, , for each set of bins. The maximal will lead to the corresponding optimum number for gray-level bins for (17) for (18) In our example, we continue to group the gray-level bins. This time bin and will be grouped as indicated by the bracket in Fig. 6(b) , and the new set of gray-level bins are Their boundaries are Then and the new transformed gray levels are
The resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 6(c) . The average distance between pixels on the grayscale is larger than and .
• To obtain the final optimally enhanced image, we retrieve the optimal gray-level transformation function from computer memory, and then apply it to the original image. Fig. 7 illustrates the flow chart of the optimized gray-level grouping algorithm. Figs. 1(d) and 2(d) show the result of applying this technique to the Phobos image and the resulting histogram, respectively. Fig. 4(c) shows the GLG result of the X-ray luggage image. Since the background area percentage is quite large in the X-ray image, the background is excluded when calculating the average distance between pixels on the grayscale, in order to achieve the strongest enhancement in the resulting image of Fig. 4(c) . It is obvious that the GLG results are better than those of histogram equalization and histogram specification. Furthermore, the new method is fully automatic.
It should be pointed out that in Fig. 1(d) , background noise in the upper left corner has been amplified in the basic GLG result. This effect also exists in the results of HE and histogram specification, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) . This problem can be solved and will be addressed in Part II of this paper.
Although we have described an approach for finding the optimal number of gray-level groups, it has been found that the quality of the resulting images is not very sensitive to the total number of gray-level bins if this number is below 150, because the ungrouping of grouped gray levels results in similar spacing between high-amplitude histogram components. Therefore, we can use a default value for the total number of gray-level groups, e.g., 20 , which has been found to yield satisfactory results in a Not only its contrast enhancement is the strongest, but also some objects that are invisible in the original image and the CLAHE result become readily apparent (e.g., the tip of the stripe to the right of the luggage, as shown by the white oval in the image). (The Tenengrad value of the global GLG result for this image is a little higher than that of the adaptive GLG result, because some light regions in conjunction with the surrounding dark background in the global GLG result exhibit larger gradient magnitudes, which lead to a larger Tenengrad value, but the adaptive GLG result apparently has a higher local contrast enhancement).
large number of experiments and saves on iterations and computational expenses significantly. The choice of this number is also based on the fact that it is comparable to the number of gray shades that the human eye can discern, which is a couple of dozens. Without constructing the transformation function and calculating the average distance between pixels on the grayscale for each set of gray-level bins, this algorithm executes much faster (more than 3 orders of magnitude faster for 8-bit images) than the optimized GLG, so it is called fast gray-level grouping (FGLG). Fig. 8 illustrates the flow chart of FGLG. Fig. 9 (a) and (b) shows the comparison of the results of treating the Phobos image by GLG with two different numbers of gray-level bins. Fig. 9(a) is the result using the optimal number of bins of four given by (18) , and Fig. 9(b) is the result using the default number of bins of 20. It can be seen that there is not much difference in the two images, and both images are satisfactory.
III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND QUALITY MEASURE
The computational complexity of the GLG technique is basically determined by the number of comparison operations for finding the smallest gray-level groups and the number of multiplication and/or division operations for calculating the graylevel transformation functions . The number of comparison operations for finding the smallest gray-level group among groups is . Since the smallest gray-level group needs to be found for all possible sets of groups in the optimal GLG process, the computational complexity for finding the smallest gray-level groups is , where is the total number of gray levels on the grayscale. For each set of gray-level groups, the number of multiplication and/or division operations for calculating the gray-level transformation function is . Since this also needs to be performed on all possible sets of gray-level groups in the optimal GLG process, the computational complexity for calculating gray-level transformation functions in the optimal GLG process is . However, since the gray-level transformation function is calculated only once in the fast GLG process, its computational complexity for multiplication operations is . As comparison, the computational complexity of the HE algorithm is . In order to evaluate the competitiveness of the GLG method against existing contrast enhancement techniques, we used the most well-known benchmark image sharpness measure, the Tenengrad criterion [26] , [27] , to compare the results of the GLG method and the conventional methods studied in this paper. The Tenengrad criterion is based on gradient magnitude maximization. It is considered one of the most robust and functionally accurate image quality measures [27] . The Tenengrad value of an image is calculated from the gradient at each pixel , where the partial derivatives are obtained by a high-pass filter, e.g., the Sobel operator, with the convolution kernels and . The gradient magnitude is given as (19) and the Tenengrad criterion is formulated as for (20) where is a threshold. The image quality is usually considered higher if its Tenengrad value is larger. We calculated the Tenengrad values of all images in this article, and listed them in the corresponding figure captions. It is noted that the images processed with the GLG technique have significantly larger Tenengrad values, which indicates that the GLG method is superior to the conventional techniques compared to in this paper. This result agrees with the visual evaluation by the human eye. It is also worth noting that the Tenengrad criterion indicates that the optimal GLG result is better than the fast GLG result, as shown in Fig. 9 .
In the previous section, we proposed an image contrast measure, the average distance between pixels on the grayscale. We also calculated the values of this criterion for all images in this article and listed them in the corresponding figure captions. It can be seen that, this criterion generally agrees well with the benchmark Tenengrad measure in evaluating image contrast. It also should be noted that, the values of the adaptive GLG (A-GLG) results described in Section IV usually do not agree with the perceived image contrasts, because the adaptive GLG process significantly changes the global histogram profile of the image, and therefore makes the comparison of the values of the global GLG and adaptive GLG results meaningless. This is one of the situations in which the criterion should not be used.
IV. ADAPTIVE GRAY-LEVEL GROUPING (A-GLG)
By analogy to the well-established conventional technique of AHE [4] , or contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE), GLG also has its adaptive counterparts-A-GLG, or CLA-GLG. In the A-GLG or CLA-GLG method, the image is first divided into an array of subimages (usually an 8 8 array), each subimage is treated with the GLG method, and all treated subimages are merged together by bilinear interpolation to generate the processed whole image.
The algorithm of adaptive GLG (A-GLG) technique is described as the following.
1) Divide the original image into an array of subimages, and process all subimages with the GLG algorithm to obtain their optimal GLG gray-level transformation functions, i.e., , for and are the height and width of the corresponding subimage, respectively. The bilinearly-interpolated output subimage is given by the following expression: (25) for , , and . The final processed whole image is obtained by stitching the array of output subimages together. Fig. 10(c) shows the A-GLG result of the Phobos image with comparison to the CLAHE result and global GLG result. It can be seen that the A-GLG result is bviously better than CLAHE and global GLG results.
AHE is often not applicable to many images such as images with large areas of dark background. In that case, because of its adaptive nature, AHE will turn the dark background into white, and cause undesirable artifacts. Therefore, CLAHE is more applicable than AHE. However, A-GLG does not have this problem, and will automatically keep the dark background black. Fig. 11(c) shows the A-GLG result of the X-ray image of luggage with comparison to the CLAHE result and global GLG result. It can be seen that not only the contrast of the A-GLG result is better than that of the CLAHE result (e.g., the razor in the bag is brighter and clearer), but also some objects that are invisible in the original image and the CLAHE result become readily apparent (e.g., the tip of the stripe to the right of the luggage, as shown by the white oval in the image).
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new automatic contrast enhancement technique. GLG is a general and powerful technique, which can be conveniently applied to a broad variety of low-contrast images and generates satisfactory results (more examples will be given in Part II of this paper). The GLG technique can be conducted with full automation at fast speeds and outperforms conventional contrast enhancement techniques. The benchmark image quality measure, Tenengrad criterion, indicates that the GLG results are superior to those of conventional techniques studied in this paper. The optimized GLG algorithm generally can process an image within a few seconds on a personal computer (PC), and the FGLG algorithm can process an image on the time scale of millisecond on a PC. The basic GLG method also provides a platform for various extensions of this technique, such as selective gray-level grouping (SGLG), (S)GLG with preprocessing steps for eliminating image background noises, (S)GLG on color images, and so on. All these variations extend the capability of the basic GLG technique, and will be discussed in Part II of this paper.
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